DynaStrip
MAKES YOUR WORK FLOW

UNSURPASSED FEATURES

DynaStrip

• Ganging of jobs

DynaStrip is the new standard in imposition. Print professionals worldwide rely on
DynaStrip for its superior imposition capabilities and unparalleled flexibility. DynaStrip
integrates with all leading workflows and RIPs.

• Advanced JDF capabilities and CIP4certified

DynaStrip can handle all PDF, PostScript, EPS, DCS, ICF, PJTF and JDF files from over
100 applications, produce populated and non-populated impositions, and can output
jobs to any printer, digital imaging device, image setter or plate setter.

• Automatic color match
• Light-table interface
• Support for trapped PDF’s
x Object oriented architecture
x Time saving and multi-sheet templates

Its powerful object-oriented architecture allows you to fully customize and control your
imposition layout. Create and save basic templates, modify them on the fly for custom
jobs and keep template creation and management to a minimum. Ganging of jobs
provides an easy mean to maximize your press sheets and reduce waste. You can ensure
imposition integrity with the help of DynaStrip's TIFF preview and direct-layout PDF.
DynaStrip Full and Compact
You can choose between DynaStrip Full and Compact. The compact version allows
sheets up to 32'' X 32'' (810 mm X 810 mm) and is ideal for smaller printers. The full
version has an unlimited sheet size.

• Plate setups for CTP
• TIFF preview

Specialized versions
DynaStrip Automation

DynaStrip Fusion

DynaStrip Network

Delivers the news

The versioning tool

Floating licenses edition

From newsroom to newsstand, every minute
counts. DynaStrip Automation includes an
advanced page pairing module that enables
newspaper and magazine printers to efficiently
manage and impose document files that arrive
in different orders and at different times.

In the world of multilingual documents,
catalogues and direct market publishing,
DynaStrip Fusion eliminates the hassles and
potential errors of managing several versions
of the same document.

DynaStrip Network is a floating licenses
edition, allowing customers to share DynaStrip
on multiple client workstations.

Hot folders
Create up to 200 hot folder-based setups to
maximize the number of the jobs you can
process at any given moment. Automatically
output any complete flat to increase your
productivity on tight deadlines. Effectively
synchronize several imposition jobs at once
and dispatch them to a variety of RIPs or
output devices. Perform last-minute
corrections and ensure top document quality
by resending the corrected pages to the hot
folder and reinitiating output.

Versioning
DynaStrip Fusion's specialized versioning tool
enables printers to quickly create up to 200
versions of the same imposed job based on
one, unique template. Replace entire pages in
a document with pages from another source, or
swap specific contents by merging them with a
standard background. Easily configure the
version manager to output document versions
at specific times and in specific sequences.
You can even re-edit your versions on the fly
and at the last minute for timely quality
control.
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One dongle, multiple workstations
From now on, by purchasing DynaStrip
Network, printers are able to use the
sophisticated application on multiple
workstations. The dongle-protected application
uses only one multiplatform dongle. A single
HASP key, connected to any computer on your
network, can provide up to 10 concurrent
DynaStrip users depending on the package
purchased. Being cross-platform, the dongle
can be connected to any PC or Macintosh (OS X
only) computer on the local area network.
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